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CHAPTER 1 

Introduction to Perception Workflow Designer 

1.1 Overview 

Perception is a software product designed to assist power plant personnel in the 

maintenance and management of oil insulated equipment used for the transmission 

and distribution of electrical power. It is used primarily for diagnosing fault conditions as 

well as trending measurements taken from transformers, circuit breakers and tap-

changers. 

The software uses data from either manual or automated programs of regular 

sampling and condition analysis for insulating oil equipment as well as other 

performance data. A number of well-established and recognized empirical diagnostic 

rules are used to present information to the user on the condition of insulating oil used 

in electrical equipment. This can aid the user in the running of a maintenance 

programme and in the identification of potential fault conditions. 

Although Perception is an expert analysis and information system, it is only an aid and 

should not be regarded as a replacement for the knowledge of someone who is an 

expert in the analysis of insulating oil used in electrical equipment and the operation of 

oil filled power equipment. 

1.2 Software Family 

There are four members of the Perception family. 

 Perception Desktop 

A standalone software application that provides customized access to the 

centrally located asset database. It provides advanced diagnostic profiles on 

device data, a one page transformer report containing key transformer 

information as well as the facility to launch external applications. Additionally, 

Perception Desktop can operate standalone or as part of a larger centralized 

asset management suite in conjunction with Perception Server. 

 Perception Server 

The pinnacle of transformer asset management software. Perception Server 

provides a fleet wide network overview via a wallboard display, automatic data 

downloading with configurable scheduling, email notifications of device 

condition changes and a TOA4 data export facility. It uses a centralized data 

storage location utilizing SQL Server to which Perception Desktop links 

seamlessly via secure OPC UA communications. 
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 Perception Web 

A web-based solution that provides read-only access to the centrally located 

asset database. This offers a convenient way to obtain readings and 

consolidated data analysis across a variety of platforms including mobile 

devices. This includes transformer dashboards, wallboards and an overview to 

the status of the entire transformer fleet. 

 Perception Workflow Designer 

The workflow designer uses common flowcharting techniques to express 

transformer diagnostic processes as a model. These models are known as 

workflows and in turn are used to drive the Perception dashboard. The Designer 

brings easily modifiable workflow-enabled capabilities to the Perception 

software suite allowing you to customize the diagnostic process and determine 

how data is presented on the Perception dashboard. 

Note: Perception Express is no longer available and should be removed since Perception Desktop includes 

all this functionality and more. 

1.3 What’s New in v1.20? 

 MS 3000 — Perception now supports the MS 3000 device as follows: Creation of 

the MS 3000 device in the asset explorer. Download of measurement data over 

HTTP via Ethernet, access to the MS 3000 web interface from within Perception, 

presentation of data downloaded from MS 3000 in the data table, trend chart 

and status tab. Presentation of DGA data in diagnostic tabs. 

 DGA 500 — Additional device support in the form of data export/import and the 

ability to rank and risk evaluate a transformer using DGA 500 data. 

 Additional Hydran M2, 201Ti & Intellix MO150 support — Perception provides 

additional support as follows. Some features from the legacy MultiHost software, 

such as the ‘Install new senor’ command. An extended view of real-time alarms 

with options to modify the view and see disabled alarms. Additional technical 

logs can now be downloaded from the device: Short Term, Long Term, Alarms, 

Events, Service, Digital and DGA. Extended support for the MO150 firmware up to 

v3.05c. 

 Non-mineral oil — certain diagnostics and workflows are disabled as not 

applicable when non-mineral oil is specified in the transformer properties. 

 TRANSFIX rate-of-change trending — Perception now calculates RoC values and 

alarming for each of the available gas concentration historical values. 

 Chinese, Russian and German language support has been added. 

Note: If upgrading to v1.20 Perception Desktop/Server from an earlier version, please contact GE Support 

before commencing as depending upon the size and complexity of the existing database, a service visit 

may be required to make the transition. 
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1.4 What is a workflow? 

A workflow is a visual representation of the activities and the logical sequencing of 

those activities to model a known process. Activities are the building blocks of a 

workflow. A single activity can perform a single action, such as reading a particular gas 

value from a particular device, or it can be a composite activity with a number of 

actions represented by one activity. This graphical modular approach ensures that 

workflow design is manageable and that the overall meaning of the workflow is more 

easily conveyed and maintained. 

1.5 Perception Workflow Designer 

Perception Workflow Designer (herein referred to as the Designer) is a software tool first 

released as part of the Perception Server 1.16 suite. The Designer includes a number of 

new Perception-specific activities for OLTC support and some modifications to existing 

activities to provide improved transformer risk and fleet ranking analysis. These include 

new OLTC-specific workflows as well as Simplified DGA variants. Workflow 

enhancements include the ability to factor in transformer criticality details into the fleet 

ranking and also the ability to control the degree of influence that parameters have on 

the data analysis through a sensitivity factor that can be applied at the individual 

workflow level. Other refinements are to the moisture analysis and the types of devices 

supported by the various workflows. 

1.6 How does it work? 

The Designer offers a design-time framework for building Perception-based workflows. 

It supports a standard flowcharting approach to facilitate the visual definition of a 

process. Activities from the Activity Palette are dragged to the workflow designer 

canvas and assembled and configured to achieve a logical sequence. The Designer 

offers a range of standard and custom activities for assembling design-time models. At 

design time, the activities are connected using flow lines and configured through setting 

properties. This provides the user with an underlying and consistent mechanism from 

which to construct and amend workflows. 

At runtime every model can have multiple workflow instances. A workflow instance 

processes data according to its design and predefined logic. The results are used by the 

Perception client and rendered on the Perception dashboard. 

The Designer provides the capability to model complex processes that can evaluate a 

complex array of data from multiple sources in parallel. The existence of a workflow 

means that the process is defined externally and that in turn provides unrivalled 

flexibility to share and amend the diagnostic process. 
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1.7 Microsoft Windows Workflow Foundation (WWF) 

The Designer hosts the latest edition of the Microsoft Windows Workflow Foundation 

(WF). WF is Microsoft’s technology platform for modelling and executing business 

processes. WF provides an extensive framework of tools to achieve this goal. As a 

workflow designer, you can leverage this proven workflow development environment 

and its range of standard workflow activities through the Designer. The Designer 

extends WF by making available a range of Perception-specific activities that make it 

easier to build Perception-based workflows. In addition, the Designer provides a number 

of pre-built transformer diagnostic workflows that you can freely amend to suit your 

own scenario. 

1.8 Scope 

This guide focuses on the Perception-specific aspects of building a workflow. It gives the 

user a tour of the main interface and outlines principle functionality, such as creating, 

saving, opening, executing, and deploying a workflow. It illustrates the primary 

components of a workflow through a simple example and defines all the Perception-

specific activities used to build a typical Perception-based workflow. It also defines the 

standard DGA and BMT workflows and illustrates how a change can be made. 

1.9 Prerequisites 

The user should possess domain expertise in the field of transformer diagnostics and be 

familiar with the Perception software suite. An appreciation of workflow or business 

process modelling as exhibited by WF is also useful. See MSDN. The Designer supports 

the underlying expression language – Microsoft Visual Basic (VB.NET 4.0) for 

configuration and programmatic aspects of the workflow. Therefore a rudimentary 

understanding of Visual Basic syntax is also required. See MSDN Operators and 

Expressions in Visual Basic. It is also important to be aware of the distinction between 

design time and run time in the context of designing and executing workflows. 
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1.10 System Requirements 

The minimum PC and system requirements for Perception Workflow Designer are: 

Operating System: Windows 7 with .NET Framework 4.5 

CPU: 1 GHz Processor 

Memory: 1 Gb RAM 

HDD: 500 MB free 

Graphics Card: 64 MB graphics, update to the latest driver for your hardware to 

ensure that it can provide all the facilities of NET Framework 4.5 

Note: Windows 8 does not enable Microsoft .NET 3.5 features by default. However, all Perception installers 

require .NET 3.5, so you will be prompted to enable it. 

1.11 Customer Support 

E-mail: Ge4service@ge.com 

North America toll-free: 1-800-361-3652 

Worldwide: 1-514-339-2801 

mailto:Ge4service@ge.com
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CHAPTER 2 

Installing Perception Workflow Designer 

2.1 Run the Perception Workflow Designer installer 

The Perception software is supplied on a CD. To install the Designer, insert the CD and 

double click the setup.exe file. The Setup screen displays as shown in Figure 2—1. Click 

Next to proceed. 

 
Figure 2—1: Welcome to Setup 

The End-User License agreement displays as shown in Figure 2—2. If the License 

Agreement is acceptable, click Next. 

 
Figure 2—2: End-User License Agreement 
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The Destination Folder displays as shown in Figure 2—3. Accept or change the 

installation folder and click Next. 

 
Figure 2—3: Destination Folder 

Click Install to start the installation as shown in Figure 2—4. Note: Click Back to backtrack and 

change some of the selection or Cancel to cancel the process entirely. 

 
Figure 2—4: Ready to Install 
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The installation may take several minutes and is represented by a progress bar as 

shown in Figure 2—5. Click Next to proceed. 

 
Figure 2—5: Installation Progress 

Successful completion of the Designer installation is reported as shown in Figure 2—6. 

Click Finish to complete the process. 

 
Figure 2—6: Installation Complete 

The first attempt to connect with a Perception Server located on a different machine 

results in an authorization error. This is because the client does not trust the server 

certificate (and vice versa). To trust the server certificate, the certificate must be moved 

from the client’s rejected certificate store and added to the client’s trusted certificate 

store. A similar process must be performed on the server to ensure a connection. 

Contact your Perception Server Administrator. 
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CHAPTER 3 

The User Interface 

3.1 Main Screen 

The opening screen of the Designer interface is shown in Figure 3—1. Let’s examine the 

key elements of the interface. 

 
Figure 3—1: Main screen 

3.1.1 Toolbar 

The toolbar shown in Figure 3—2 contains buttons for commonly invoked commands as 

listed below. 

 
Figure 3—2: Toolbar 

 New - Create a new workflow 

 Open - Open a new workflow 
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 Save - Save the active workflow 

 Deploy - Deploy the active workflow 

 Undo - Undo the last action 

 Redo - Redo the last action 

 Execute - Execute the active workflow 

The development plane below is divided into several columns. Let’s examine these in 

turn. 

3.2 Activity Palette 

The Activity Palette as shown in Figure 3—3 lists all the activities that can be used to 

construct a workflow. The Designer offers standard out-of-the-box Microsoft activities 

(see Appendix B) and several more Perception-specific activities (see Appendix A). 

Typically a combination of activities from both sets is used to build a Perception-based 

workflow. 

 
Figure 3—3: Activity Palette 

Activities are broadly grouped under generic headings according to function. To use an 

activity, drag it from the Activity palette to the Activity Builder. 

Note: Some standard Microsoft activities may never be used in a Perception-based workflow. 
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3.3 Activity Builder 

The Activity Builder as shown in Figure 3—4 comprises of a Canvas, Tree View and 

Property grid. 

 
Figure 3—4: Activity Builder 

3.3.1 Canvas 

The Canvas area is where a workflow is built. Every workflow begins with a default Start 

node. Drag and drop the relevant Activities from the Activity Palette to the Canvas Area, 

arrange them in workflow order and connect them in execution order using flow lines. 

3.3.2 Tree View 

The Tree View to the right of the Canvas area provides a collapsible summary view of all 

the Activity nodes that compose the workflow. 

3.3.3 Property Grid 

The Property Grid is located to the far right of the Tree View and provides the means to 

configure the workflow or individual workflow activities. 
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CHAPTER 4 

Getting Started 

4.1 Overview 

The Designer allows you to assemble workflows using a standard flowcharting style. 

This visual approach allows you to define and amend the logic of a process on the fly in 

a more intuitive way than would otherwise be the case with an exclusively 

programmatic approach. A visual approach is instantly more meaningful and allows all 

users to more readily comprehend and contribute to the model. 

Let’s create a simple workflow to illustrate the interface and basic functionality. 

4.2 Design a workflow 

To create a new workflow, click File > New. A blank canvas displays with a start node as 

shown in Figure 4—1. This is the starting point for every workflow. 

 
Figure 4—1: Canvas 

To name a workflow, double-click the flowchart title bar and type a name. The Tree 

View and Properties Grid update to reflect the new name. Note: This action does not 

save the workflow. 
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4.2.1 Design Canvas 

The Canvas area is where you construct a workflow. Every workflow begins with a Start 

node. Drag and drop the relevant activities from the Activity Palette to the Design 

Canvas as shown in Figure 4—2. Here a ReadProperty activity is used. 

 
Figure 4—2: Design Canvas 

To select an activity, click on the Activity’s header bar. This makes it the current Activity. 

To move an activity around the design canvas, click and drag its header bar. To connect 

activities into a sequenced workflow, rest your mouse on each activity to display its 

connection handles and then click and drag the handle to draw one or more connection 

paths to the relevant activity(s) in the sequence. To set a Property, use the Property grid. 

To build a complete workflow, drag and drop the remaining activities to the canvas 

area, configure them and connect them in a logical sequence using flow lines as shown 

in Figure 4—3. 
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Figure 4—3: A simple worklflow 

Now let’s examine in more detail the activities that compose this simple workflow. 

4.2.2 ReadProperty activity 

The ReadProperty activity is a Perception-specific activity (see Appendix A). The 

ReadProperty activity can be used to fetch the properties of measurements. The 

ReadProperty activity prompts you for an initial data type on first use as shown in 

Figure 4—4. 

 
Figure 4—4: Read Property 
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In this case, the data type is Double as shown in Figure 4—5. 

 
Figure 4—5: Read Property – Double type 

The next step is to choose the measured gases and relevant properties that are 

applicable to the workflow, such as alarm limits as shown in Figure 4—6. The checkbox 

Obtain from input allows you to control from where this data comes. If selected, the 

activity takes the list of gases measurements from the MeasurementItems parameter, 

otherwise the data comes from the SelectedGases mapping to the UI checkboxes. 

 
Figure 4—6: Read Property - Gases and properties 

In this example, the ReadProperty activity reads LowLimit and HighLimit attributes for a 

single gas, hydrogen (H2). 

4.2.3 ReadMeasurement Activity 

The ReadMeasurement activity is a Perception-specific activity (see Appendix A). The 

ReadMeasurement activity can be used to fetch measurement values. The 

ReadMeasurement activity prompts for an initial data type on first use as shown in 

Figure 4—7. 
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Figure 4—7: Read Measurement 

In this case, the data type is Double as shown in Figure 4—8. 

 
Figure 4—8: Read Measurement – Double type 

The next step is to choose the data that is relevant to the workflow and the desired time 

period to determine how much data to fetch as shown in Figure 4—9. Note: There is an 

option to specify a custom number of days. The checkbox Obtain from input 

determines from where the data comes. If selected, the activity takes the list of gases 

measurements from the MeasurementItems parameter, otherwise the data comes from 

the SelectedGases mapping to the UI checkboxes. 

 
Figure 4—9: Read Measurement – gases and points 

In this example, the ReadMeasurement activity fetches the last measurement value for 

a single gas, hydrogen (H2). 

4.2.4 FlowDecision Activity 

The workflow decision is implemented using a standard Microsoft activity called 

FlowDecision as shown in Figure 4—10. The FlowDecision activity is used to evaluate 

data in the workflow and determine a path to follow. The FlowDecision results in a 

Boolean outcome which means the condition evaluates to either True or False. If the 
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condition evaluates to True, process flow takes the True path, otherwise it takes the 

False path. 

 

Figure 4—10: FlowDecision activity 

Data needs to be evaluated against a pre-set condition. To define the evaluation 

condition, you use the Property grid. This condition must be entered as a VB expression. 

For more information about expressions and operators in Visual Basic and for some 

samples, see MSDN Operators and Expressions in Visual Basic. 

Click the ellipsis button next to the Condition property as shown in Figure 4—11. 

 
Figure 4—11: Condition property 

The Expression Editor opens as shown in Figure 4—12. 

 
Figure 4—12: Expression Editor 

Expressions are used in many workflow activities to perform calculations and evaluate 

data. Type the following expression: 

Data(0).Values("H2")>Alarms("H2").Values("HighLimit") Or 

Data(0).Values("H2")<Alarms("H2").Values("LowLimit") 

In this example, the expression evaluates the hydrogen reading to determine if it is 

greater than the predefined high limit or less than the predefined low limit. 

Note: Use a FlowSwitch activity for decisions that can take multiple paths. For more information on the 

standard Microsoft activities, see MSDN. 
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4.2.5 Assign Activity 

Next you must define the outcome for each path. In this example, an Assign activity is 

used to terminate each path with an assignment operation as shown in Figure 4—13. 

 
Figure 4—13: Assign activity 

The assignment operation for the True path is to equate FinalRisk with risk score data as 

follows. 

FinalRisk = New PerceptionWfActivities.Algorithm.RiskInfo 

(0.001,5,"H2 value is higher than acceptable limit.") 

FinalRisk is a default Perception-specific output argument derived from the RiskInfo 

algorithm imported from the custom namespace PerceptionWfActivities.Algorithm. 

RiskInfo (decimal,int,{string}) 

The RiskInfo algorithm takes three parameters: 

 RiskScore – a score representing the overall health of the transformer 

 RiskIndex – a score ranging from 1 to 5 

 Message – text string 

Note: In this example, for simplicity literal values are used instead of parameters. 

You can enter the details of the assignment operation directly into the Activity as shown 

in Figure 4—14. 

 
Figure 4—14: Assignment 

Or you can select the Activity and use the relevant property ellipsis buttons to invoke 

the Expression Editor as shown in Figure 4—15. 
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Figure 4—15:  Expression Editor 

The “To” property accepts a pre-defined output argument or VB expression. You can 

choose from a number of existing or user-defined Perception-specific output 

arguments as defined in the Arguments grid. 

The “Value” property accepts a pre-defined input argument or VB expression. You can 

choose from a number of existing or user-defined Perception-specific input arguments 

as defined in the Arguments grid. 

Note: To ensure data exchange, arguments must be of the same Type. FinalRisk is derived from the same 

namespace as RiskInfo. 

If the expression evaluates to TRUE at runtime, then the user is notified that the 

hydrogen level has exceeded an acceptable limit; otherwise the user is notified that the 

hydrogen level is within the acceptable limits as shown in Figure 4—16. 

 
Figure 4—16: Decision activity 

Note: Rest your mouse on the top right corner of a decision activity to see the condition. Rest your mouse 

over an assignment value to see the entire statement. 
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4.2.6 A simple workflow 

A completed workflow is shown in Figure 4—17. 

 
Figure 4—17: A complete workflow 

For technical information on all the custom Perception-specific activities, see Appendix 

A. For a list of relevant Microsoft activities, see Appendix B or MSDN. 

4.3 Manipulate a workflow 

4.3.1 Save a workflow 

To save a workflow, click the Save button  or choose File > Save. If the workflow 

has never been saved, you are prompted for a file name and location. The Designer 

saves the workflow as an XML file. To save with a new name, choose File > Save As. The 

new name appears in the application title bar. Note: The workflow file name can be 

different to the workflow display name. 
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4.3.2 Open a workflow 

To open a workflow, click the Open button  or choose File > Open. Navigate to the 

location of the saved workflow XML file, select the file and click Open. The workflow 

opens in the designer with the filename and path in the application title bar. You can 

now review the workflow and make changes if required. 

You can have only one workflow open at a time. If you attempt to open another 

workflow without first saving an existing workflow, you get a warning as shown in 

Figure 4—18. 

 
Figure 4—18: Unsaved warning 

4.3.3 Execute a workflow 

To ensure a robust and reliable workflow, you need to test the workflow prior to 

deployment. The Execute workflow feature allows you to test a workflow using sample 

data without the results affecting the Perception client or the live environment. 

To execute a workflow, click the Execute button.  The generic Workflow executor 

interface displays as shown in Figure 4—19. 

 
Figure 4—19: Workflow executor 
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Here you can supply the expected workflow arguments and initiate a workflow 

instance. If valid, the workflow will execute without error. You should enter a range of 

sample data to test the various paths in your workflow under various conditions. 

Occasionally certain data may cause your workflow to fail i.e. execution errors, or cause 

it to generate unexpected results. The errors shown below, for example, in the lower 

pane can help you trace the data flow and amend your workflow accordingly. You 

should develop a rigorous plan to test all scenarios prior to deployment. Once thorough 

testing is complete, you can deploy your workflow into a production environment. 

4.3.4 Deploy a workflow 

Once a workflow is designed, saved and thoroughly tested, it can be released to the 

production environment. Typically this is a designated network server for approved and 

active Perception workflows. 

To deploy a workflow, click the Deploy button or choose File > Deploy. A Login 

prompt as shown in Figure 4—20 allows you to configure a new server connection or 

login to an existing server. 

 
Figure 4—20: Login 

Click the ellipsis button to start the Server Configuration wizard and follow the onscreen 

instructions as shown in Figure 4—21. Note: Consult with your IT department for 

network configuration details. 

 
Figure 4—21: Server Configuration wizard 
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For an existing connection, supply a username and password and click OK as shown in 

Figure 4—22. 

 
Figure 4—22: Login 

A confirmation message indicates that the workflow is now available on the server as 

shown in Figure 4—23. 

 
Figure 4—23: Successful deployment 

Your Server

Your user name
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CHAPTER 5 

Using the Designer 

5.1 Visual Basic (VB) expressions 

VB expressions are an integral part of any Designer workflow. Embedded comparisons, 

calculations, definitions and assignment operations are performed in most workflows 

and need to be expressed in a robust and standard way. The Designer uses VB 

expressions to express workflow logic and perform critical operations. Failure to comply 

with the VB syntax results in an error and you will be unable to test and deploy your 

workflow. For more information on VB syntax, see MSDN. 

5.1.1 The Expression Editor 

Workflow variables, arguments and expressions are also created and assigned within 

the Designer. The Expression Editor is an out-of-the box feature that is used to 

configure many workflow activities. It provides a means to quickly enter, edit and 

validate standard VB expressions without the need for a full scale programmatic 

interface. If the expression is deemed invalid or breaches the syntax rules, an error icon 

displays as shown in Figure 5—1. Click the icon to see the error messages and then 

correct the expression. In this example, a misspelt VB keyword ‘Value’ instead of 

‘Values’. 

 
Figure 5—1: Expression Editor 

You can also paste in a pre-composed condition from another contributor and have the 

editor validate it. 

Note: The same syntax checking and error icon is also available elsewhere in Perception where VB 

expressions are used, such as setting properties. 

5.1.2 Variables 

Variables represent temporary storage locations for data used during workflow 

execution. A variable definition includes its name, type, scope and optional default value 

expression. Variables can be of the standard VB types or custom types. The scope 

determines its lifespan — available during the life of an activity or the entire workflow. 
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Variables take on values of the predetermined type at runtime and these values are 

stored as part of the state of a workflow instance and persist for the duration of the 

activity or workflow instance as determined by its scope. Variables are declared from 

the outset at design time under the Variables tab (bottom left of the screen). Figure 5—2 

declares two variables, “Alarms” and “Data”. 

 
Figure 5—2: Variables 

5.1.3 Arguments 

Arguments represent the flow of data into and out of activities and are frequently used 

to initialize activities with specific default values. An argument definition includes its 

name, direction, type and optional default value. Arguments use the same types as 

variables. Importantly each argument can serve as an input parameter, output 

parameter or both and is correspondingly classified under the Direction field as In, Out 

or InOut. This ensures that activities are properly initialized and that data can pass from 

one activity to another thereby allowing your workflow to process data from start to 

finish. Arguments are defined from the outset at design time under the Arguments tab 

(bottom left of the screen). You can choose from a number of Perception-specific 

arguments dedicated to specific tasks or you can define your own. Figure 5—3 defines a 

number of input parameters and one output parameter to hold the final risk. 

 
Figure 5—3: Arguments 

5.1.4 Namespaces 

References to the following VB.NET namespaces as shown in Figure 5—4 are 

automatically loaded when you begin to build a Perception-based workflow. 
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Figure 5—4: Namespaces 

5.2 Other Usability Features 

The Designer offers lots of usability features that make building a workflow easier. 

These include: 

5.2.1 Sequencing 

The Sequence activity  in the Activity palette is a useful container activity 

that allows you to group multiple related activities together in sequence. This group can 

then be manipulated as if it were a single activity (useful for example, to execute 

multiple activities within a While activity loop because a While construct supports only 

one activity). Note: Sequencing also aids in simplifying the design of a workflow. 

Drag a Sequence activity to the design canvas as shown in Figure 5—5, rename it to 

reflect the overall activities and drop the relevant activities inside. 

 
Figure 5—5: Sequence activity 

The ActivityBuilder tree view as shown in Figure 5—6 provides an outline of the workflow 

structure. Double-click the Sequence activity to reveal its child activities on a fresh 

design canvas. 

 
Figure 5—6: Renamed Sequence activity 

Note: Use the parallel activity to execute multiple sequence activities in parallel 
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5.2.2 Annotations 

Right-click an activity or an entire workflow to see other options, such as the ability to 

add annotations as shown in Figure 5—7. This is a convenient way to document your 

workflows or raise any concerns with other team members. 

 
Figure 5—7: Annotations 

5.2.3 Undo and Redo 

Use the Undo/Redo buttons to undo/redo the last action. 

5.2.4 Zoom and Pan 

The Zoom and Pan toolbar  located on the bottom right is 

useful for complex workflows that span beyond the boundaries of your screen. It allows 

you to set the degree of magnification so that you can blow up or shrink the design 

canvas area to get a more detailed view of a section of your workflow or perhaps an 

overview of your entire workflow. 

5.3 Workflows on the server 

The Designer uses a central server location to store all deployed workflows for a 

production environment. To download a deployed workflow, select File > Workflows on 

the server. A Login prompt allows you to configure a new server connection or login to 

an existing server as shown in Figure 5—8. 

 
Figure 5—8: Login 

Specify your login credentials to see a list of deployed workflows. Then select a 

workflow to download as shown in Figure 5—9 and you will be prompted for a local file 

name and save location. 
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Figure 5—9: Workflows on the server 

The Designer is supplied with five standard workflows to accommodate data from 

various monitoring devices. These are: 

 DGA standard (DGA + H20 risk) 

 BMT standard (BMT rank) 

 Simplified DGA (Simplified risk) 

 DGA Standard OLTC (DGA + H20 risk) 

 Simplified DGA OLTC (Simplified risk) 

These workflows use proven algorithms to interpret data and render it in a form that 

can be used on the Perception dashboard. Modifications to input parameters, if 

required, should be performed via the Perception client (see the relevant Perception 

user guide). Alternatively, these changes and more substantive structural changes to 

the workflow can be made using the Designer. The supplied standard workflows cannot 

be overwritten, but you can make changes and save them using a different name. In 

this way, you can use the standard supplied workflows as a template to build similar 

workflows, should your requirements differ. 

5.3.1 DGA standard 

The DGA standard workflow as shown in Figure 5—10 supports the following devices: 

TRANSFIX 1.6, TRANSFIX 1.5, DGA 500, TAPTRANS (Main and Selector tanks), 

MULTITRANS, DUALTRANS, MINITRANS, Hydran M2 and Hydran 201Ti. It primarily uses 

online DGA (dissolved gas analysis) measurement data for fault gases and moisture to 

arrive at a final risk score using a number of algorithms to calculate risk. However, other 

transformer characteristics also have weightings that influence the final risk (for 

example, oil volume). In summary, the workflow reads the relevant gases and time 

period, applies the degasification algorithm to filter the dataset and removes redundant 

data items (those showing zero (0) entries). A minimum number of suitable entries need 

to exist in order to achieve meaningful results. The workflow uses absolute values and 

rate of change (long, middle and short-term trends) of the transformer being monitored 
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in its evaluation. The workflow also permits the user to supply a sensitivity factor so that 

the algorithm can be adjusted to user expectations. Note: If the TAPTRANS has a 

Diverter tank, use the Standard DGA OLTC workflow. 

 
Figure 5—10: DGA standard 

5.3.2 BMT standard 

The BMT standard workflow as shown in Figure 5—11 supports the latest BMT 300 

firmware (Version 1.2). This workflow performs a number of calculations based on 

bushing monitoring and partial discharge (PD) data derived from a BMT 300 device to 

arrive at a final risk score. In summary, the workflow reads the relevant bushing and 
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partial discharge values and determines if there is enough data to proceed. It then 

obtains the corresponding alarm limits, validates the data and compares each 

parameter value against its alarm limits. For each parameter per bushing the risk is 

calculated. The final risk is the maximum of all these parameters, which is then used as 

the overall PD risk to calculate the final score and determine the final risk evaluation. 

 
Figure 5—11: BMT standard 
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5.3.3 Simplified DGA 

The simplified DGA workflow as shown in Figure 5—12 supports the same devices as the 

standard DGA, but is designed to reflect the predetermined absolute gas concentration 

(AGC) and rate of change (ROC) settings on the devices including gas ratios (for the 

TRANSFIX family). All Kelman online DGA devices allow the user to set caution and alarm 

levels based on those factors. The Risk Index and Risk Score are evaluated for both AGC 

and ROC provided that the respective alarms are set and enabled on the devices. 

Therefore to use this workflow, the online DGA monitors should have cautions and 

alarms set for at least one monitored parameter. Due to the simplified nature of the 

algorithm, there is no provision for setting algorithm sensitivity or using transformer 

criticality details. 

 
Figure 5—12: Simplified DGA 
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5.3.4 Standard DGA OLTC 

The standard DGA OLTC workflow as shown in Figure 5—13 has been created to 

perform analysis on OLTC data captured by a TAPTRANS device (Diverter tank only) and 

in accordance with the IEEE C57.104 standard. It primarily uses online DGA (dissolved 

gas analysis) measurement data for fault gases and moisture to calculate final risk 

using a number of algorithms. However, other transformer characteristics also have 

weightings that influence the final risk (for example, oil volume). In summary, the 

workflow reads the relevant gases and time period, applies the degasification algorithm 

to filter the dataset and removes redundant data items (those showing zero ‘0’ entries). 

A minimum number of suitable entries need to exist in order to achieve meaningful 

results. The workflow uses absolute values and rate of change (long, middle and short-

term trends) of the transformer being monitored in its evaluation. 

 
Figure 5—13: Standard DGA OLTC 
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5.3.5  Simplified DGA OLTC 

The simplified DGA OLTC workflow as shown in Figure 5—14 has been created to 

perform analysis on OLTC data captured by a TAPTRANS device (Diverter tank only) and 

in accordance with the IEEE C57.104 standard. It primarily uses online DGA (dissolved 

gas analysis) measurement data for fault gases and moisture to calculate final risk 

using a number of algorithms. It is designed to reflect the predetermined absolute gas 

concentration (AGC) and rate of change (ROC) settings on the devices including gas 

ratios. TAPTRANS allow the user to set caution and alarm levels based on those factors. 

The Risk Index and Risk Score are evaluated for both AGC and ROC provided that the 

respective alarms are set and enabled on the devices. Therefore to use this workflow, 

TAPTRANS should have cautions and alarms set for at least one monitored parameter. 

Due to the simplified nature of the algorithm, there is no provision for setting algorithm 

sensitivity or using transformer criticality details. 

 
Figure 5—14: Simplified DGA OLTC 
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5.3.6 Multi-user access 

Workflows on the server provide a means to share workflows with other team 

members. If a team member attempts to deploy a workflow that others have changed 

but not yet deployed, a warning message as shown in Figure 5—15 displays. 

 
Figure 5—15: Overwrite workflow warning 

5.4 Scenario: Amend a standard workflow 

Suppose you need to modify the DGA standard workflow to meet the needs of the 

business. Simple parameter changes can easily be made in the Perception client, but 

more substantive changes require saving and deploying the workflow again. In 

particular, you’ve noticed that the DGA devices capture data that include certain values 

that you specifically want to exclude from the analysis. In this case, a structural change 

must be made to the workflow to accommodate an additional data filter. 

First download the deployed workflow as shown in Figure 5—16 and save it locally so 

that it can be edited in the Designer. 

 
Figure 5—16: Workflows on the server 
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Identify where in the workflow you want to add the custom filter, delete the flow link 

and make room for the new filter by selecting and dragging a portion of the workflow to 

create some blank space as shown in Figure 5—17. 

 
Figure 5—17: Create a space in the workflow 

Next drag and drop a Sequence activity from the Activity palette and assemble other 

activities within to define a sub flow to hold the custom filter logic. Then connect the 

Sequence to the main workflow as shown in Figure 5—18. 

 
Figure 5—18: Add a Sequence activity 

Finally save, execute (test) and deploy the workflow as normal and as shown in Figure 

5—19. 

 
Figure 5—19: Workflows on the server 
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Appendix A Perception Activities 

This appendix lists and outlines the functionality provided by all the Perception-specific 

activities. The ReadProperty and ReadMeasurement activities are the most commonly 

used Perception-specific activities. The other Perception activities are designed 

specifically for the supplied standard DGA workflow (or variations of). To see examples 

of some of these activities in a Perception workflow context, refer to the supplied 

standard workflows. 

Note: AddToDictionary is also listed here, but its applicability is not limited to Perception-based workflows. 

A.1 Calculate criticality (CalculateCriticalityActivity) 

Calculates the criticality value of a transformer based on its details. 

Input Parameters 

Name Description Type 

RootNodeId AssetID e.g. Transformer or device System.UInt32 

Output Parameters 

Name Description Type 

Result Criticality value. Null is returned if it 

cannot be calculated due to lack of 

transformer details. 

System.Nullable<System.Double> 

A.2 Read Property (ReadProperty) 

Performs an operation to fetch properties for selected measurements. 

Input Parameters 

Name Description Type 

RootNodeId AssetID e.g. Transformer or device System.UInt32 

SelectedGases Collection of gases N/A (selectable from UI checklist 

– underlying type is String) 

SelectedProperties Collection of properties e.g. alarm limits, 

engineering units 

N/A (selectable from UI checklist 

– underlying type is String) 

ObtainSelectedGa

sesFromInput 

‘True’ means take the list of gases from 

the ‘MeasurementItems’ parameter. 

‘False’ means take the list of gases from 

the ‘SelectedGases’ collection (which is 

mapped to the GUI checkboxes) 

System.Boolean 
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Output Parameters 

Name Description Type 

Result Collection of properties System.Collections.Generic.Dictionary(Of 

String, PerceptionWfActivities. 

MeasurementsRow(Of <T>) NOTE: Where T is a 

generic type 

A.3 Read Measurement (ReadMeasurement) 

Performs an operation to fetch multiple measurements for selected points e.g. gases 

over a user-configurable time period. 

Input Parameters 

Name Description Type 

RootNodeId AssetID e.g. Transformer or device System.UInt32 

SelectedGases Collection of gases N/A (selectable from UI checklist – 

underlying type is String) 

PointsToRead Specifies the time period e.g. last 30 

days or a user-defined number of 

days 

N/A (selectable from UI checklist – 

underlying type is Double) 

ObtainSelectedGas

esFromInput 

‘True’ means take the list of gases 

from ‘MeasurementItems’ parameter. 

‘False’ means take the list of gases 

from ‘SelectedGases’ collection 

(which is mapped to the GUI 

checkboxes) 

System.Boolean 

Output Parameters 

Name Description Type 

Result Collection of measurement values 1-dimensional array of Perception 

PerceptionWfActivities. 

MeasurementsRow(Of <T>) NOTE: 

Where T is a generic type 

A.4 Read device info (ReadDeviceInfoActivity) 

Read information about the device from the database. 

Input Parameters 

Name Description Type 

RootNodeId AssetID e.g. Transformer or device System.UInt32 
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Output Parameters 

Name Description Type 

Result Array that contains definitions of items 

that could be read from this device. This 

array should be passed to the following 

properties: 

ReadMeasurement.MeasurementItems 

and ReadProperty.MeasurementItems 

To allow use of these properties, select 

the “Obtain from input” checkbox. 

1-dimensional array of 

PerceptionWfActivities. 

Algorithm.ItemInfo 

SourceName Name of the device or pair (device name, 

transformer name) or null if device type is 

unknown. Used when providing a 

message to the user. 

System.String 

A.5 ReadRatio (ReadRatio) 

Read information about the ratios configured on the device. 

Input Parameters 

Name Description Type 

RootNodeId AssetID e.g. Transformer or device System.UInt32 

Output Parameters 

Name Description Type 

Result Array of ratio definitions for 

formula. Empty array is returned if 

there are any exceptions. 

1-dimensional array of 

Perception.Services.NodeService.Formulas.

FormulaInfo 

A.6 Rate of Change Ranking (RocRisk) 

Executes an algorithm to calculate the ranking based on the rate of change of multiple 

values. 

Input Parameters 

Name Description Type 

Data Collection of 

measurement values 

1-dimensional array of PerceptionWfActivities. 

MeasurementsRow(Of <T>) NOTE: Where T is a 

generic type 

GasRankAbs Collection of ranking 

values for each gas 

System.Collections.Generic.IDictionary(Of 

String, Integer) 

OilProtectionValue The oil preservation type System.Integer 

OilVolume The volume of the main System.Double 
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tank 

Sensitivity The sensitivity factor for 

the algorithm 

System.Double 

Output Parameters 

Name Description Type 

Result Ranking based on rate of 

change algorithm. 

System.Nullable< 

PerceptionWfActivities.Algorithm. RiskInfo> 

A.7 Absolute Values Ranking (AbsRisk) 

Executes an algorithm to calculate the ranking based on absolute values. 

Input Parameters 

Name Description Type 

RatedVoltage Transformer rated 

voltage 

System.Double 

Latest Row The latest 

measurements 

PerceptionWfActivities. MeasurementsRow(Of 

<T>)) NOTE: Where T is a generic type 

Sensitivity The sensitivity factor for 

the algorithm 

System.Double 

Output Parameters 

Name Description Type 

Result Ranking based on 

absolute values 

algorithm 

System.Nullable< 

PerceptionWfActivities.Algorithm. RiskInfo> 

GasRankAbs Collection of ranking 

values for each gas 

System.Collections.Generic.IDictionary(Of 

String, Integer) 

A.8 DGA Ranking (DgaRisk) 

Executes an algorithm to calculate the final ranking based on the absolute values and 

rate of change rankings. 

Input Parameters 

Name Description Type 

AbsRisk Ranking based on 

absolute values 

algorithm 

System.Nullable< 

PerceptionWfActivities.Algorithm. RiskInfo> 

RocRisk Ranking based on rate of 

change algorithm 

PerceptionWfActivities.Algorithm.RiskInfo? 
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Output Parameters 

Name Description Type 

Result Final ranking System.Nullable< 

PerceptionWfActivities.Algorithm. RiskInfo> 

A.9 OLTC Ranking(OltcRisk) 

Calculates ranking for OLTC. 

Input Parameters 

Name Description Type 

RootNodeId AssetID e.g. Transformer 

or device 

System.UInt32 

Data Measurements PerceptionWfActivities.MeasurementsRow<S

ystem.Double>[] 

SensitivityRoc Sensitivity for Rate of 

Change component 

System.Double 

SensitivityAbs Sensitivity of absolute 

concentration component 

System.Double 

SourceName Name of the asset System.String 

Output Parameters 

Name Description Type 

Result Risk Index, Risk Score and Text message System.Nullable< 

PerceptionWfActivities.Algorithm. RiskInfo> 

A.10 Remove Zeros Filter (ZerosFilterActivity) 

Applies a data filter to remove zero (0) values from the dataset. 

Input Parameters 

Name Description Type 

Data Collection of measurement 

values 

1-dimensional array of PerceptionWfActivities. 

MeasurementsRow(Of <T>) NOTE: Where T is a 

generic type 

Output Parameters 

Name Description Type 

Result Filtered collection of 

measurement values 

1-dimensional array of PerceptionWfActivities. 

MeasurementsRow(Of <T>) NOTE: Where T is a 

generic type 
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A.11 Degasification Filter (DegasificationFilterActivity) 

Applies a data filter to the dataset based on the degasification algorithm. 

Input Parameters 

Name Description Type 

Data Collection of properties 1-dimensional array of PerceptionWfActivities. 

MeasurementsRow(Of <T>) NOTE: Where T is a 

generic type 

Output Parameters 

Name Description Type 

Result Collection of properties 1-dimensional array of PerceptionWfActivities. 

MeasurementsRow(Of <T>) NOTE: Where T is a 

generic type 

A.12 Preliminary OLTC Filter (PreliminaryOltcFilterActivity) 

Preliminary filtering eliminates records with a concentration of acetylene below 10 ppm, 

total dissolved heating gases with a value below 15 ppm and negative values for water. 

Input Parameters 

Name Description Type 

RootNodeId AssetID e.g. 

Transformer or 

device 

System.UInt32 

Data Unfiltered 

measurements 

PerceptionWfActivities.MeasurementsRow<System.Double>[] 

Output Parameters 

Name Description Type 

Result Filtered measurements PerceptionWfActivities.MeasurementsRow

<System.Double>[] 

A.13 Main OLTC Filter (MainOltcFilterActivity) 

Performs the main filtration stage using an iterative step-by-step assessment of each 

gas record. 

Input Parameters 

Name Description Type 

RootNodeId AssetID e.g. 

Transformer or 

System.UInt32 
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device 

Data Unfiltered 

measurements 

PerceptionWfActivities.MeasurementsRow<System.Double>[] 

Output Parameters 

Name Description Type 

Result Filtered measurements PerceptionWfActivities.MeasurementsRow

<System.Double>[] 

A.14 Simplified Ranking (SimplifiedRisk) 

Performs ranking of device according to caution and alarms limits defined by the 

customer. 

Input Parameters 

Name Description Type 

RootNodeId AssetID e.g. Transformer or device System.UInt32 

Measurement Last valid measurement PerceptionWfActivities.Measuremen

tsRow<System.Double>[] 

Limits Caution and alarm limits configured on 

the device 

Dictionary<string,  

PerceptionWfActivities.Measuremen

tsRow<System.Double>> 

Flags Caution and alarm enabled flags 

configured on the device 

Dictionary<string, 

PerceptionWfActivities.Measuremen

tsRow<System.Boolean>> 

Ratios Information about ratio formulae 

configured on the device 

Perception.Services.NodeService.For

mulas.FormulaInfo[] 

IsDiverter ‘True’ if the given asset is attached to a 

TAPTRANS diverter 

System.Boolean 

SourceName Name of the asset System.String 

Output Parameters 

Name Description Type 

Result Risk Index, Risk Score and Text 

message 

System.Nullable< 

PerceptionWfActivities.Algorithm. RiskInfo> 

A.15 Add To Dictionary (AddToDictionary) 

Adds an item to the data dictionary. 

Input Parameters 

Name Description Type 

Key Look up key for dictionary TKey – generic type 
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Value Dictionary value TValue – generic type 

Dictionary Dictionary to populate System.Collections.Generic.Dictionary Of 

(TKey, TValue) 

Output Parameters 

Name Description Type 

Dictionary Populated dictionary System.Collections.Generic.Dictionary Of 

(TKey, TValue) 



Appendix B Standard Activities 

This appendix lists some of the standard Microsoft workflow activities that may be used 

in building a Perception-based workflow. Many of these activities provide fundamental 

workflow functionality. For further information on these activities, refer to the MSDN 

documentation. To see examples of some of these activities used in a Perception 

workflow context, see the supplied standard workflows. 

Sequence While ForEachParallel AddToCollection 

WriteLine Assign Flowchart ClearCollection 

If Parallel FlowSwitch ExistsInCollection 

Switch ForEach FlowDecision RemoveFromCollection 


